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Accessibility Insights for Web

Target page: 클라우드 유랑단

FastPass results

Scan details

https://bandwagon.cloud/

2023-02-24 1�38 PM UTC

Summary

22 5 17

Automated checks

Failed instances 22

Resources for this rule

More information about link-name

WCAG 2.4.4, WCAG 4.1.2

Path .carousel-control-prev

Snippet <a class="carousel-control-prev" href="#heroCarousel"
role="button" data-bs-slide="prev"> <span class="carousel-
control-prev-icon bx bx-chevron-left" aria-hidden="true"></span>
<span hidden="hidden">이전</span> </a>

How to fix Fix the following:
Element is in tab order and does not have accessible text

Fix ONE of the following:
Element does not have text that is visible to screen readers

22 link-name: Ensures links have discernible text

https://bandwagon.cloud/
https://bandwagon.cloud/
https://accessibilityinsights.io/info-examples/web/link-name
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/link-purpose-in-context.html
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/name-role-value.html
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aria-label attribute does not exist or is empty

aria-labelledby attribute does not exist, references elements that do not exist or
references elements that are empty

Element has no title attribute

Path .carousel-control-next

Snippet <a class="carousel-control-next" href="#heroCarousel"
role="button" data-bs-slide="next"> <span class="carousel-
control-next-icon bx bx-chevron-right" aria-hidden="true">
</span> <span hidden="hidden">다음</span> </a>

How to fix Fix the following:
Element is in tab order and does not have accessible text

Fix ONE of the following:
Element does not have text that is visible to screen readers

aria-label attribute does not exist or is empty

aria-labelledby attribute does not exist, references elements that do not exist or
references elements that are empty

Element has no title attribute

Path a[href$="justinyoo"]:nth-child(1)

Snippet <a href="https://github.com/justinyoo" target="_blank"><i
class="bi bi-github"></i></a>

How to fix Fix the following:
Element is in tab order and does not have accessible text

Fix ONE of the following:
Element does not have text that is visible to screen readers

aria-label attribute does not exist or is empty

aria-labelledby attribute does not exist, references elements that do not exist or
references elements that are empty

Element has no title attribute

Path .col-sm-6.col-md-4.col-xl-2:nth-child(1) > .member > .member-img > .social >
a[target="_blank"]:nth-child(2)

Snippet <a href="https://twitter.com/@justinchronicle" target="_blank">
<i class="bi bi-twitter"></i></a>
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How to fix Fix the following:
Element is in tab order and does not have accessible text

Fix ONE of the following:
Element does not have text that is visible to screen readers

aria-label attribute does not exist or is empty

aria-labelledby attribute does not exist, references elements that do not exist or
references elements that are empty

Element has no title attribute

Path .col-sm-6.col-md-4.col-xl-2:nth-child(1) > .member > .member-img > .social >
a[target="_blank"]:nth-child(3)

Snippet <a href="https://linkedin.com/in/justinyoo" target="_blank"><i
class="bi bi-linkedin"></i></a>

How to fix Fix the following:
Element is in tab order and does not have accessible text

Fix ONE of the following:
Element does not have text that is visible to screen readers

aria-label attribute does not exist or is empty

aria-labelledby attribute does not exist, references elements that do not exist or
references elements that are empty

Element has no title attribute

Path a[href$="blog.aliencube.org"]

Snippet <a href="https://blog.aliencube.org" target="_blank"><i
class="bx bx-home"></i></a>

How to fix Fix the following:
Element is in tab order and does not have accessible text

Fix ONE of the following:
Element does not have text that is visible to screen readers

aria-label attribute does not exist or is empty

aria-labelledby attribute does not exist, references elements that do not exist or
references elements that are empty

Element has no title attribute

Path a[href$="ppiyakk2"]
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Snippet <a href="https://github.com/ppiyakk2" target="_blank"><i
class="bi bi-github"></i></a>

How to fix Fix the following:
Element is in tab order and does not have accessible text

Fix ONE of the following:
Element does not have text that is visible to screen readers

aria-label attribute does not exist or is empty

aria-labelledby attribute does not exist, references elements that do not exist or
references elements that are empty

Element has no title attribute

Path .col-sm-6.col-md-4.col-xl-2:nth-child(2) > .member > .member-img > .social >
a[target="_blank"]:nth-child(2)

Snippet <a href="https://twitter.com/@seongsoo_kr" target="_blank"><i
class="bi bi-twitter"></i></a>

How to fix Fix the following:
Element is in tab order and does not have accessible text

Fix ONE of the following:
Element does not have text that is visible to screen readers

aria-label attribute does not exist or is empty

aria-labelledby attribute does not exist, references elements that do not exist or
references elements that are empty

Element has no title attribute

Path a[href$="printf.kr"]

Snippet <a href="https://printf.kr" target="_blank"><i class="bx bx-
home"></i></a>

How to fix Fix the following:
Element is in tab order and does not have accessible text

Fix ONE of the following:
Element does not have text that is visible to screen readers

aria-label attribute does not exist or is empty

aria-labelledby attribute does not exist, references elements that do not exist or
references elements that are empty

Element has no title attribute
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Path .col-sm-6.col-md-4.col-xl-2:nth-child(3) > .member > .member-img > .social >
a[target="_blank"]:nth-child(1)

Snippet <a href="https://github.com/hyekyunghwang" target="_blank"><i
class="bi bi-github"></i></a>

How to fix Fix the following:
Element is in tab order and does not have accessible text

Fix ONE of the following:
Element does not have text that is visible to screen readers

aria-label attribute does not exist or is empty

aria-labelledby attribute does not exist, references elements that do not exist or
references elements that are empty

Element has no title attribute

Path .col-sm-6.col-md-4.col-xl-2:nth-child(3) > .member > .member-img > .social >
a[target="_blank"]:nth-child(2)

Snippet <a href="https://linkedin.com/in/hyekyunghwang" target="_blank">
<i class="bi bi-linkedin"></i></a>

How to fix Fix the following:
Element is in tab order and does not have accessible text

Fix ONE of the following:
Element does not have text that is visible to screen readers

aria-label attribute does not exist or is empty

aria-labelledby attribute does not exist, references elements that do not exist or
references elements that are empty

Element has no title attribute

Path a[href$="level120"]

Snippet <a href="https://github.com/level120" target="_blank"><i
class="bi bi-github"></i></a>

How to fix Fix the following:
Element is in tab order and does not have accessible text

Fix ONE of the following:
Element does not have text that is visible to screen readers

aria-label attribute does not exist or is empty

aria-labelledby attribute does not exist, references elements that do not exist or
references elements that are empty
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Element has no title attribute

Path .col-sm-6.col-md-4.col-xl-2:nth-child(4) > .member > .member-img > .social >
a[target="_blank"]:nth-child(2)

Snippet <a href="https://linkedin.com/in/gusam-park" target="_blank"><i
class="bi bi-linkedin"></i></a>

How to fix Fix the following:
Element is in tab order and does not have accessible text

Fix ONE of the following:
Element does not have text that is visible to screen readers

aria-label attribute does not exist or is empty

aria-labelledby attribute does not exist, references elements that do not exist or
references elements that are empty

Element has no title attribute

Path a[href$="ladygain"]:nth-child(1)

Snippet <a href="https://github.com/ladygain" target="_blank"><i
class="bi bi-github"></i></a>

How to fix Fix the following:
Element is in tab order and does not have accessible text

Fix ONE of the following:
Element does not have text that is visible to screen readers

aria-label attribute does not exist or is empty

aria-labelledby attribute does not exist, references elements that do not exist or
references elements that are empty

Element has no title attribute

Path .col-sm-6.col-md-4.col-xl-2:nth-child(5) > .member > .member-img > .social >
a[target="_blank"]:nth-child(2)

Snippet <a href="https://facebook.com/ladygain.kr" target="_blank"><i
class="bi bi-facebook"></i></a>

How to fix Fix the following:
Element is in tab order and does not have accessible text

Fix ONE of the following:
Element does not have text that is visible to screen readers
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aria-label attribute does not exist or is empty

aria-labelledby attribute does not exist, references elements that do not exist or
references elements that are empty

Element has no title attribute

Path .col-sm-6.col-md-4.col-xl-2:nth-child(5) > .member > .member-img > .social >
a[target="_blank"]:nth-child(3)

Snippet <a href="https://linkedin.com/in/ladygain" target="_blank"><i
class="bi bi-linkedin"></i></a>

How to fix Fix the following:
Element is in tab order and does not have accessible text

Fix ONE of the following:
Element does not have text that is visible to screen readers

aria-label attribute does not exist or is empty

aria-labelledby attribute does not exist, references elements that do not exist or
references elements that are empty

Element has no title attribute

Path .col-sm-6.col-md-4.col-xl-2:nth-child(5) > .member > .member-img > .social >
a[target="_blank"]:nth-child(4)

Snippet <a href="https://medium.com/@ladygain.kr" target="_blank"><i
class="bx bxl-medium"></i></a>

How to fix Fix the following:
Element is in tab order and does not have accessible text

Fix ONE of the following:
Element does not have text that is visible to screen readers

aria-label attribute does not exist or is empty

aria-labelledby attribute does not exist, references elements that do not exist or
references elements that are empty

Element has no title attribute

Path a[href$="9bow"]

Snippet <a href="https://github.com/9bow" target="_blank"><i class="bi
bi-github"></i></a>
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How to fix Fix the following:
Element is in tab order and does not have accessible text

Fix ONE of the following:
Element does not have text that is visible to screen readers

aria-label attribute does not exist or is empty

aria-labelledby attribute does not exist, references elements that do not exist or
references elements that are empty

Element has no title attribute

Path a[href$="9bow.io"]

Snippet <a href="https://9bow.io" target="_blank"><i class="bx bx-home">
</i></a>

How to fix Fix the following:
Element is in tab order and does not have accessible text

Fix ONE of the following:
Element does not have text that is visible to screen readers

aria-label attribute does not exist or is empty

aria-labelledby attribute does not exist, references elements that do not exist or
references elements that are empty

Element has no title attribute

Path .github

Snippet <a href="https://github.com/cloudbandwagon" target="_blank"
class="github"><i class="bx bxl-github"></i></a>

How to fix Fix the following:
Element is in tab order and does not have accessible text

Fix ONE of the following:
Element does not have text that is visible to screen readers

aria-label attribute does not exist or is empty

aria-labelledby attribute does not exist, references elements that do not exist or
references elements that are empty

Element has no title attribute

Path .youtube

Snippet
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<a href="https://youtube.com/@CloudBandWagon" target="_blank"
class="youtube"><i class="bx bxl-youtube"></i></a>

How to fix Fix the following:
Element is in tab order and does not have accessible text

Fix ONE of the following:
Element does not have text that is visible to screen readers

aria-label attribute does not exist or is empty

aria-labelledby attribute does not exist, references elements that do not exist or
references elements that are empty

Element has no title attribute

Path .facebook

Snippet <a href="https://www.facebook.com/groups/377135874191187"
target="_blank" class="facebook"><i class="bx bxl-facebook"></i>
</a>

How to fix Fix the following:
Element is in tab order and does not have accessible text

Fix ONE of the following:
Element does not have text that is visible to screen readers

aria-label attribute does not exist or is empty

aria-labelledby attribute does not exist, references elements that do not exist or
references elements that are empty

Element has no title attribute

aria-allowed-attr: Ensures ARIA attributes are allowed for an element's role(WCAG 4.1.2)

aria-allowed-role: Ensures role attribute has an appropriate value for the element(WCAG 1.3.1, WCAG
4.1.2) Best Practice

aria-hidden-body: Ensures aria-hidden='true' is not present on the document body.(WCAG 4.1.2)

aria-hidden-focus: Ensures aria-hidden elements are not focusable nor contain focusable
elements(WCAG 4.1.2)

Incomplete checks 0

Passed checks 17

https://accessibilityinsights.io/info-examples/web/aria-allowed-attr
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/name-role-value.html
https://dequeuniversity.com/rules/axe/4.6/aria-allowed-role?application=msftAI
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/info-and-relationships
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/name-role-value.html
https://accessibilityinsights.io/info-examples/web/aria-hidden-body
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/name-role-value.html
https://accessibilityinsights.io/info-examples/web/aria-hidden-focus
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/name-role-value.html
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aria-required-attr: Ensures elements with ARIA roles have all required ARIA attributes(WCAG 4.1.2)

aria-roles: Ensures all elements with a role attribute use a valid value(WCAG 4.1.2)

aria-valid-attr-value: Ensures all ARIA attributes have valid values(WCAG 4.1.2)

aria-valid-attr: Ensures attributes that begin with aria- are valid ARIA attributes(WCAG 4.1.2)

bypass: Ensures each page has at least one mechanism for a user to bypass navigation and jump straight
to the content(WCAG 2.4.1)

color-contrast: Ensures the contrast between foreground and background colors meets WCAG 2 AA
contrast ratio thresholds(WCAG 1.4.3)

document-title: Ensures each HTML document contains a non-empty <title> element(WCAG 2.4.2)

html-has-lang: Ensures every HTML document has a lang attribute(WCAG 3.1.1)

html-lang-valid: Ensures the lang attribute of the <html> element has a valid value(WCAG 3.1.1)

image-alt: Ensures <img> elements have alternate text or a role of none or presentation(WCAG 1.1.1)

link-name: Ensures links have discernible text(WCAG 2.4.4, WCAG 4.1.2)

meta-viewport: Ensures <meta name="viewport"> does not disable text scaling and zooming(WCAG
1.4.4)

nested-interactive: Ensures interactive controls are not nested as they are not always announced by
screen readers or can cause focus problems for assistive technologies(WCAG 4.1.2)

Tab stops

Failed instances 0

Keyboard navigation: All interactive elements can be reached using the Tab and arrow keys. (Partially
automated)(WCAG 2.1.1)

Keyboard traps: There are no interactive elements that “trap” input focus and prevent navigating away.
(Partially automated)(WCAG 2.1.2)

Incomplete checks 5

https://accessibilityinsights.io/info-examples/web/aria-required-attr
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/name-role-value.html
https://accessibilityinsights.io/info-examples/web/aria-roles
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/name-role-value.html
https://accessibilityinsights.io/info-examples/web/aria-valid-attr-value
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/name-role-value.html
https://accessibilityinsights.io/info-examples/web/aria-valid-attr
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/name-role-value.html
https://accessibilityinsights.io/info-examples/web/bypass
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/bypass-blocks
https://accessibilityinsights.io/info-examples/web/color-contrast
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/contrast-minimum.html
https://accessibilityinsights.io/info-examples/web/document-title
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/page-titled.html
https://accessibilityinsights.io/info-examples/web/html-has-lang
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/language-of-page.html
https://accessibilityinsights.io/info-examples/web/html-lang-valid
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/language-of-page.html
https://accessibilityinsights.io/info-examples/web/image-alt
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/non-text-content.html
https://accessibilityinsights.io/info-examples/web/link-name
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/link-purpose-in-context.html
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/name-role-value.html
https://accessibilityinsights.io/info-examples/web/meta-viewport
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/resize-text.html
https://dequeuniversity.com/rules/axe/4.6/nested-interactive?application=msftAI
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/name-role-value.html
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/keyboard.html
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/no-keyboard-trap.html
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Focus indicator: All interactive elements give a visible indication when they have input focus. (Manual)
(WCAG 2.4.7)

Tab order: The tab order is consistent with the logical order that's communicated visually. (Partially
automated)(WCAG 2.4.3)

Input focus: Input focus does not move unexpectedly without the user initiating it. (Manual)(WCAG 2.3.1)

This automated checks result was generated using Accessibility Insights for Web 2.37.3 (axe-core 4.6.3), a tool
that helps debug and find accessibility issues earlier on Chrome version 110.0.0.0. Get more information &
download this tool at http://aka.ms/AccessibilityInsights.

Passed checks 0

https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/focus-visible.html
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/focus-order.html
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/three-flashes-or-below-threshold.html
http://aka.ms/AccessibilityInsights

